Colab Residency - The Body and Place
Landscape Residency, Owlpen Manor
3rd – 6th June 2019
By Martin Morris

The goal of this session was to make a link, with the practice to drawing, to the human body
and landscape in nature both theoretically and practically. The sessions were delivered on
the grounds of Owlpen Manor in Stroud, Gloucestershire. Participants applied for the
residency and were awarded a place based on their work and ideas. Places were determined
through a selection panel comprised of:
Mary Doyle - Director, The Drawing Room
Ketty Gottardo - Martin Halusa Curator of Drawings, Courtauld Institute of Art
Roger Malbert – Independent curator and former Head of Touring at Hayward Gallery
Claire Mander - Director + Curator, theCoLAB (Chair)
Nina Wisnia - Advisor, theCoLAB
The CoLAB is an independent curatorial practice which promotes the appreciation of
contemporary sculptural practice in all its forms. It expands on the CoLAB programme
(2011-17) which brought Sculpture Shock, SKULPTUR, Boyle Family World Series commission
in association with artist-led organisation Royal British Society of Sculptors. The CoLAB sets
up collaborations with partners across the commercial and private, art and non-art fields to
support the careers of sculptors. Through site-specific commissions, residency programmes
and exhibitions it acts as a platform for mentoring artists through the process of sculpting a
living.
Claire Mander is a Trustee and Chair of the Steering Committee of UK Friends of the
National Museum of Women in the Arts and is one of its Women to Watch delegates. She

sits on the Royal Borough of Kensington and Chelsea’s Arts Grants Panel and various other
selection panels. She is member of the Association Internationale des Critiques d’Art AICA
and of the Association of Art Historians AAH. She holds an MA (Distinction) from the
Courtauld Institute of Art and an MA Hons in French and History of Art from Edinburgh
University. She has published two books and numerous catalogues.
Martin Morris is educator and draughtsman, he has a BA in Animation/Illustration from
Manchester Metropolitan University, and an MA in Animation from the Royal College of Art.
His main area of study is drawing, alongside which he works in animation, motion graphics
for advertising and music promos. Morris teaches at art colleges, including Kingston and
Farnham. He has taught worldwide as a creative trainer for Ogilvy & Mather since 2010 and
has run creative sessions for them in Detroit, Las Vegas, New Orleans and Wyoming.
Through the prism of the notion of Arcadia historically through I art I gave a context for the
connection of body and place. All initial approaches and drawing exercises were held
indoors, in the Cider barn at Owlpen. In this way it was possible to control the environment
and adapt to the needs of the students. Firstly methods towards observational drawing
were delivered that ‘untaught’ the participants how to draw, getting them to rely on their
hand and eye working unison, the result being sensation, instinct and feeling can play an
integral part in recording, through drawing, our experience of the world. When this happens
it becomes clear that each persons experience is unique and by going through the same
process as each other they can empathise with their fellow artists. Different approaches
were used but the use of short dynamic drawing, through the lens of mark making
throughout history from Cave art to St Ives gave permission to trust me enough to get them
to ‘let go’.

Life drawing to see afresh

When this was achieved the most challenging part of the residency took place. Though early
on in the residency it was integral to get the group to disassociate from the idea that the
figure is the central, most important thing in the room, rather it offers forms that are
reflected in nature but are a small part of the whole where everything, however seemingly
insignificant, is important. From what you are drawing, how you are drawing it and how you
feel when you draw it all must be considered equal in the process.
To make this connection to the landscape and exercise was set up where they would make a
drawing of the figure and the room it was in and then an A1 copy of a Van Gogh or Cézanne
Landscape. Transferring the cave art like marks and smudges they had spent several hours
accessing to the seemingly unimportant process of drawing a photocopy. This allowed them
to not be precious and permit themselves to invest themselves in what might be considered
a mundane task but find worth in it. I then launched upon them the instruction to draw
from memory the photocopied landscape painting they observed. They found they retained
the marks and movement from their observed piece but these memory drawings were more
direct. A link had been made.

Copy and Memory drawing

I presented to them the notion of the figure in the landscape through images dealing with
Arcadia, how artists had used this notion as a framing device for commenting on the times
they lived (Manet) and theories on composition and painting as with Cézanne’s Bathers they
had just been drawing, How the rhythms and patterns were reflected in the bodies and the
landscapes and in this way they could use methods from the life room in nature. The goal
now was to take ourselves outside and apply own unique ways of looking through drawing
to the landscape

Expanded drawing with marker pen

We relocated to the surrounding landscape on the Owlpen grounds. The life model was
transferred from the Cider Barn to the open landscape and a series of quick fire drawing
exercises took place involving marker pens and charcoal on A1 paper, making a direct
connection in process between the inside and outside.

Drawings of landscape, marker pen on A3 paper
The group then split up, found different locations to draw in, leaving the safety of the life
model. Small or large pieces of paper were used. Expanded drawing were created using

methods from the life room, the marks and fluidity retained and the whole environment
was taken in. We repeated variations on these approaches until we were joined by a group
of local nudists that gave the participants to draw multiple figures in the landscape if they so
desired but not before we broke bread with them over lunch.

Figures in the landscape
The artists in the residency had the opportunity to speak with the nudists and find common
links and develop empathy, the nudists relished the chance to be seen in a different light, to
be drawn in relation to something they felt passionate about. The drawings intensified, to
keep them on their toes they were told to swap drawings and change them, re-observe and
re draw. This stopped them freezing up or pre-determining the end result. This caused the
dam to burst, quickly my role, the tutor, rightfully diminished as the artists taking part
generated drawings and ideas to follow through.

Looking at the days work

The energy was high and the results were engaging and exciting. The feedback (provided
below) provides a clear outcome of the residency and those taking part. The aims had been
met and a new workshop defined that could be pushed further for future workshops and
pedagogic practice in drawing.

End of residency

Claire Mander, Founder of Colab
Write up on teaching in residency
MM is one of a handful of teachers who change your life and your perception of the world.
His methods and his style are his own and only he has the knowledge, confidence, sensitivity
and unbridled passion to communicate and convey his message. In a sense, MM is not
teaching drawing. He is teaching you how to see, how to connect the eye to the hand, how
to disrupt your preconceptions of reality and importantly how to embrace failure and use it
as a building block.
The group and the relationship of each member to the other as well as its relationship as a
whole to space and to the model is key to his method. For Body and Place, the idea was to

take the model outside what I perceived as the confines of the life room, to free drawing
from life from its staid surroundings and to breathe new life into it.
We considered the importance of empathy in drawing, to feel what the model was feeling
so we could understand it better, this is not to say empathy means feeling sorry for the
person but rather to understand, at a physical level, how they feel, what they are going
through and how this informs how we see; how we draw.

Nina Blychert Wisnia
Adviser to Colab
Feedback
It was like being put back to a school desk at a mature age. A truly insightful and inspiring
experience. I found the sessions giving me new insights / wanting to break old habits and
take my work to a different level. The days following the residency more ideas sprung up to
mind as a result of a certain awakening and of how I would like to evolve my work. I found
working with memory drawing very beneficial too…it will help my practise to reach out
more boldly and confidently and in terms of my work being ‘less careful’ (in a positive
sense…) and work more with my instinctive hand.
Selected Feedback
Sarah Dwyer
Printmaker Painter
Teaching described as:
Outstanding level of facility, inventive, informative and playful
Overwhelmed at the positive learning experience, excited to apply new understandings to
her practice

Nina Fraser
Artist
(Martins Teaching is) High quality and manages to address both the group and the individual

Annabel Tilley
Author and artist
Author of: What They Didn't Teach You in Art School: What you need to know to survive
as an artist
(Martins Teaching is) Focused, dynamic and supportive
An anorak of drawing in the best way (subject matter)

It has changed the way I draw, It has changed my approach to drawing. A radical
change….Something new that will now stay with me for the rest of my artistic life.

